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Disclaimer
GS1 Canada®, under its IP Policy, seeks to avoid uncertainty regarding intellectual property claims by requiring the
participants in the Work Group that developed this Canadian Healthcare EDI Implementation Guidelines to agree to
grant to GS1 Canada members a royalty-free licence or a BRAND licence to Necessary Claims, as that term is defined
in the GS1 Canada IP Policy. Furthermore, attention is drawn to the possibility that an implementation of one or more
features of this Specification may be the subject of a patent or other intellectual property right that does not involve
a Necessary Claim. Any such patent or other intellectual property right is not subject to the licencing obligations of
GS1 Canada. Moreover, the agreement to grant licences provided under the GS1 Canada IP Policy does not include
IP rights and any claims of third parties who were not participants in the Work Group.
Accordingly, GS1 Canada recommends that any organization developing an implementation designed to be in
conformance with this Specification should determine whether there are any patents that may encompass a specific
implementation that the organisation is developing in compliance with the Specification and whether a licence under
a patent or other intellectual property right is needed. Such a determination of a need for licencing should be made
in view of the details of the specific system designed by the organisation in consultation with their own patent counsel.
THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITH NO WARRANTIES WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILITY, NONINFRINGMENT, FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY WARRANTY OTHER WISE
ARISING OUT OF THIS SPECIFICATION. GS1 Canada disclaims all liability for any damages arising from use or misuse
of this Standard, whether special, indirect, consequential, or compensatory damages, and including liability for
infringement of any intellectual property rights, relating to use of information in or reliance upon this document.
GS1 retains the right to make changes to this document at any time, without notice. GS1 makes no warranty for the
use of this document and assumes no responsibility for any errors which may appear in the document, nor does it
make a commitment to update the information contained herein.
GS1 Canada logo is a registered trademark of GS1 Canada.
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1

Statement of Direction
Healthcare organizations globally are combining logistical and purchasing operations with
clinical elements that result in better patient outcomes, reduced total cost of care, and
improved patient outcome analytics. This movement to a clinically integrated supply chain
relies on a solid foundation of healthcare leading practices that incorporate global standards.
Global standards are the foundation of effective supply chain management, resource
efficiency and ultimately, patient safety, across the healthcare value chain, including
procurement and inventory management.
To achieve a clinically integrated supply chain, the Canadian healthcare sector must adopt
global standards that provide a clear set of rules for all trading partners to follow – from the
point of manufacturing and procurement to inventory management and bedside scanning.
To help achieve this vision, GS1 Canada established the Canadian Healthcare Technical
Standards Work Group in 2008 made up of stakeholders from the healthcare sector. This
Work Group’s mandate was to develop and enhance EDI guidelines to respond to current and
future business requirements.
The Canadian Healthcare EDI Implementation Guidelines cover data mappings, business
usage and associated benefits, as well as including examples of the transactions identified.
These guidelines also conform to all the X12 conventions.
Although compliance to these guidelines is voluntary, adherence is strongly encouraged to
ensure that all transactions are aligned to a common standard in support of efforts to enable
a clinically integrated supply chain.

1.1

Benefits of EDI
There are numerous reasons for stakeholders such as, hospitals, suppliers, distributors etc.
to implement EDI. Some benefits include:
■ Improved data accuracy
■ More efficient customer service through order management automation
■ Increased improvement in patient safety by automation of the perfect order
■ Reduced manual data entry
■ Reduced postage and handling cost
■ Reduced cost of printing forms
■ Reduced / eliminate mail time
■ Reduced labour processing cost
■ Reduced order cycle time
■ Reduced lead times
■ Reduced filing of paperwork
■ Reduced inventory carrying cost

Another compelling reason to implement EDI is to comply with your trading partners'
business requirements in order to realize the benefits listed above.

6020-2021, November 2021
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1.2

Business Benefits of 6020
Industry is increasingly moving to a global supply chain. In EDI Version 006020, the ability
to handle new functionalities was introduced and transaction sets were enhanced to enable
organizations to communicate electronically in the global business environment.

1.3

Business Enablers of EDI
These supply chain standards allow for the global identification of both products and services
via the Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) and Electronic Product Code™ (EPC), as well as
location identification via the Global Location Number (GLN).
For a clinically integrated supply chain across the healthcare sector to fully realize the
benefits of electronic communications, the implementation of key enablers such as EDI and
barcode scanning – requires mass implementation of the Canadian Healthcare EDI suite of
transaction sets across the supply chain.
Electronic Communications is a key enabler to support a clinically integrated supply chain
and includes:
-

GTINs and global data attributes to uniquely identify products and services to ensure that
no service, product, or product packaging size is mistaken for another.

-

Standardized product barcode symbology usage for: supporting documentation available
in the GS1 Healthcare GTIN Allocation Rules 1.

-

•

Unit of Use / Single Unit for point of care

•

Each for sorting and logistics control to point of care

•

Case level for selection, sorting, and logistics control

•

Pallet Identification for tracking and management

GLNs and global location attributes to identify specific locations to ensure the delivery of
products to the right location

The Healthcare Technical Standards Work Group established the following transactions for
the Canadian Healthcare EDI Implementation Guidelines in 2009 and added additional
transactions in 2012*:
-

810 Invoice

-

820 Payment Order – Remittance Advise*
832 Price/Sales Catalog – Price
850 Purchase Order

-

850 Purchase Order (Consignment)
852 Product Activity Data*

-

855 Purchase Order Acknowledgment
856 Ship Notice/Manifest
867 Product Transfer & Resale Report*

-

997 Functional Acknowledgment

With the support of the GS1 Canada Healthcare Sector Board and GS1 Canada Healthcare
Provider Deployment Committee, the Healthcare Technical Standards Work Group is

1

Https://gs1ca.org/gs1ca-components/documents/GS1_Healthcare_GTIN_Allocation_Rules.pdf
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committed to addressing Canadian healthcare business requirements through modernized
electronic communications.

1.4

Managing Changes to the Standards and Implementation Guidelines
To submit business requirements that are not addressed in these guidelines, follow these
steps:
•

Go to the Work Request form at GS1 Canada – EDI Work Request Form.

•

Complete and submit your request for review and consideration.

•

An email submission confirmation with tracking number will be provided for reference.

•

Your organization will be contacted to discuss the details of the submission and the
next steps.

Approved EDI Work Requests, if required, will be submitted to the GS1 Global Standards
Management Process (GSMP) and the X12 to be incorporated in subsequent versions of these
guidelines.

6020-2021, November 2021
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2

Introduction to Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
The intent of this section is to assist companies in the implementation of EDI into their
business processes using the Canadian Healthcare EDI Implementation Guidelines.
Many companies are using information management systems and EDI to send business
documents replacing the need for mailing paper documents. Electronic transmission of
business documents has ultimately replaced traditional paper-based systems and it is
important for the Canadian healthcare industry to establish and maintain guidelines for these
activities.
This publication has been developed through the cooperative efforts of GS1 Canada’s
community management process representing various stakeholders in healthcare. Any
comments or questions concerning this publication may be directed to GS1 Canada – Global
Standards at 1.800.567.7084 or 416-510-8039 or global.standards@gs1ca.org.
The different sections of this document have been written for different audiences, ranging
from the information technology director – who will be faced with the decision to implement
the EDI project with all the attendant business considerations – to the technicians who will
perform the data requirements and the programming efforts.

2.1

EDI: THE CONCEPT
To evaluate the decision to implement EDI, it is important to review its capabilities and
benefits. EDI, put simply, is a standardized means to communicate business transactions
between organizations from one computer to another.
In 1979, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) formed the Accredited Standards
Committee (ASC) X12 to eliminate the confusion in electronic communication between
trading partners. The ASC X12 standards are recognized by the United Nations as the
standard for North America. The VICS EDI Retail and Canadian Healthcare Industry format
for EDI follow the ASC X12 standards.

2.2

BENEFITS OF EDI
The reasons for implementing EDI by hospitals, their suppliers and other healthcare facilities
fall increasingly within the tactical rather than the strategic category, with patient safety
acting as the driving force behind this decision and includes:
Increased
Accuracy:

EDI removes the need for manual paper-based processes
reducing human intervention, automating data entry, reducing
the risk of errors, and improving customer satisfaction.

Operational
Efficiency:

EDI enables the automatic receipt and processing of
business documents, replacing filing, postage costs, fax and
email and greatly increasing the speed of business
transactions. EDI supports reduced order cycle times and
inventory carrying costs

6020-2021, November 2021
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Adaptable:

EDI is used by businesses of all sizes in many sectors.
Smaller companies can use third-party services to convert
EDI documents into other formats, allowing them to send
and receive EDI documents without the technical
knowledge, hardware and software required.

Standardized
Content:

EDI is the standard way organizations trade with their
supply chain partners giving EDI users a competitive
advantage when trading electronically with their customers.

Traceability:

EDI enhances system-wide safety and efficiency by enabling
automated end-to-end product traceability supporting a
clinically integrated supply chain.

Another compelling reason to implement EDI is to comply with major trading partners’
requests to establish electronic communication links to realize the benefits listed above.

2.3

COST OF IMPLEMENTING EDI
The cost to implement EDI varies widely among organizations, determined by the skills of
the business and technical personnel, the design and condition of existing computer systems
and – most importantly – the organization’s ability to absorb and adapt to change. Those
companies that have implemented EDI realize that the benefits are tangible and outweigh
the costs, illustrating EDI’s position as a leading business practice.
The EDI Implementation Considerations and Checklist that follows provides organizations
with a guideline for implementing the EDI project, helping to identify the associated costs
and benefits.

2.4

EDI IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

2.4.1

Implementation Introduction
This section provides a guideline for the successful implementation of EDI in your
organization.
EDI impacts many areas of a company’s structure. Management must be involved in the
approval phases of the project to ensure the commitment of needed personnel, resources,
and cross-functional cooperation.
While the requirements for implementation vary from one organization to another, the
following information endeavours to present major areas for consideration within the
implementation strategy.
1.

Problems to Avoid
a. Deviating from the published standards
Without exception, avoid any deviations from the published Canadian Healthcare EDI
Implementation Guidelines. Deviations will cause unnecessary customization to your
system, complicating the process of adding new trading partners and therefore
increasing time and costs.

6020-2021, November 2021
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b. Too much, too soon
Do not begin your EDI implementation prematurely. Provide adequate time for
education and exposure to the relevant business issues and standards. Talk to
potential trading partners and other organizations that have already implemented
similar EDI functions to learn from their experiences. For additional educational
opportunities, see page2 Contact: GS1 Canada
c. Be certain that the systems interfacing with EDI are working properly
EDI is not a cure for the problems you may have in your existing systems. These
problems may be accentuated by the EDI method of transmitting and receiving data
for these systems.
d. Communication Guidelines
This publication does not define a single communication standard. Instead, these
guidelines describe the most commonly used methods for communicating between
healthcare trading partners. The communication of the message syntax is
accomplished through a commercial network gateway or a direct trading partner
interface.
•

Commercial Network Gateway/Value Added Network (VAN)
The commercial network acts as an intermediary for information passing between
trading partners. The network’s data management function works like a large
mailbox where each user has an assigned slot. The network accepts messages from
all participants and stores them in the appropriate slots – where only the assigned
users may access them. This simplifies EDI for trading partners who only need to
interface with their slot on the network rather than with that of each individual
trading partner. This service is provided by solution providers who may be referred
to as a VAN, service bureau or gateway.

•

Direct Communication
Direct communication is a trading partner-specific electronic communication link.
No other organization is involved with the transmission and management of the EDI
message. This method of communicating eliminates the ongoing expense of a
commercial network, resulting in the elimination of VAN intervention. However,
direct communication with trading partners requires an in-house communication
system and resources capable of providing the required business services.
Additionally, it necessitates managing individual communications interfaces with
each trading partner.
These services include electronic mailbox capability, security to limit system access,
and the ability to handle a variety of protocols and data transmission requirements.

•

EDI over the Internet
The contemporary standard used is Applicability Statement 2 (AS2), which allows
for secure, trading partner to trading partner communication over the Internet.

6020-2021, November 2021
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2.4.2

Implementation Checklist
1. Obtain commitment from management.
2. Establish a plan.
3. Education.
4. Establish project team and define responsibilities.
5. Designate EDI business contacts.
6. Designate EDI technical contacts.
7. Review internal system and business procedures.
8. Secure appropriate reference materials.
9. Establish trading partner contact.
10. Conduct an EDI survey with trading partners.
11. Review data contained in the documents to be exchanged.
12. Determine what product information will be provided.
13. Determine what partnership identification scheme will be used.
14. Develop an overall systems design.
15. Decide on translation software strategy.
16. Decide on communication solution.
17. Code and test the interface with respect to in-house systems.
18. Finalize network provider’s optional services.
19. Implement the translation software.
20. Network connection implementation.
21. Conduct system test with translation and network.
22. Conduct system test with your trading partners.
23. Establish production cutover date criteria.
24. Implementation.
25. Re-evaluate the checklist for future implementations.

6020-2021, November 2021
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2.4.3

Implementation Checklist Details
1.

Obtain commitment from management
Identify and obtain senior management commitment and support for your organization’s
EDI project. Involve all the departments that will be impacted by the implementation
(e.g., accounts payable and receivable, pharmacy, procurement, information technology,
logistics, warehouse management, customer care, contracts, biomedical, sales and
marketing, among others). Each department should be included in the analysis, testing,
and implementation to ensure the accuracy of the test results and promote the support
of each distinct department.

2.

3.

Establish a plan
I.

Identify project – purpose, scope, and out of scope components.

II.

Identify which business documents are to be traded.

III.

Develop a work plan.

IV.

Identify as many tasks as possible.

V.

Provide cursory estimates to each task.

VI.

Define current document process costs to facilitate cost-benefit
analysis to be included in the project’s post-mortem analysis.

Education
Take the time to learn what similar organizations are doing with EDI. This may help you
to avoid the pitfalls that other companies have experienced. Education efforts should
focus on software, network and communication topics, and adjustments to business
practices by similar organizations. One of the best opportunities to refine a basic
understanding of EDI is to participate in the user groups and standards- setting bodies in
your organization’s industry.

4.

Establish project team and define responsibilities
Construct a project plan to help determine if enough resources have been identified to
accomplish the EDI implementation project and its ongoing maintenance. Be specific
about the deliverables expected from each task.
Ensure communication and acceptance of the project and the defined responsibilities
receive executive sign-off.

5.

Designate EDI business contacts
The core of the EDI Implementation Project Team should be in-house. Additional project
personnel may be supplemented by contracting external experts who have previously
participated in other successful EDI implementations.
Identify and list people who will be primary and secondary contacts for all areas of the
project – including complete contact information with major responsibilities clearly
defined and signed off.

6.

Designate EDI technical contacts
As with business contacts, this group should include representatives from each trading
partner organization and your organization’s own staff. A contact list should be
established with names, contact information and major responsibilities.
Industry groups (e.g., GS1 Canada), network providers, and other hospitals/providers
and suppliers / vendors are a good source to provide direction to in-house staff.

6020-2021, November 2021
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7.

Review internal system and business procedures
Undertake a thorough current system analysis. Record the present business documents
and flow of documents development processes, as well as the rules/procedures for
maintaining documents.

8.

I.

Determine how to integrate EDI into existing systems.

II.

Develop a preliminary scope of the effort to achieve integration.

Secure appropriate reference materials
Appropriate reference materials should include:
•

Canadian Healthcare EDI Implementation Guidelines

•

EDI architecture guides

•

Internal systems documentation

For additional information see page 2 Contact: GS1 Canada.
9.

Establish trading partner contacts
This step will serve to initially establish the contacts within each trading partner
organization for both business and communication-related requirements.
For each contact, obtain the following information:
• Name of contact and position
• Responsibilities in relation to EDI
• Contact method (i.e., email, phone)

10. Conduct an EDI survey with trading partners
Survey trading partners to identify their current EDI capabilities, including:
• EDI transactions
• EDI standards and versions
• Communication methods
(i.e., commercial network, direct connection, EDI over Internet)

11. Review data contained in the documents to be exchanged
Perform a thorough review of the data mapping requirements for each business document
against the Canadian Healthcare EDI Implementation Guidelines.
This process will determine if your internal system documents contain all of the
mandatory data elements, help identify optional data elements for discussion with each
trading partner to determine applicability and assist in the identification and follow-up of
outstanding issues with each trading partner.
12. Determine what product information will be provided
Product information and identification varies widely between different hospitals/providers
and suppliers/vendors. At this point in the process, unique product code structures and
other existing options should be identified.

6020-2021, November 2021
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13. Determine what partnership identification scheme will be used
Establish a unique trading partner identifier for each trading division of your organization
(e.g., GLN, unique sequence of characters to identify trading partners).
14. Develop an overall systems design
Elements may include:
•

General systems narrative

•

System data flow diagram

•

Functional analysis

•

Inputs/outputs

•

Processing

•

Controls

•

Backup/restart specifications

•

Program descriptions

•

Impact on facilities

•

Detailed specifications of the computer programs

•

Specifications of the data formats and data mappings

•

Specifications of the communications mechanisms

•

Specifications of billing procedures and any back up statistical reports

•

Details of security procedures

•

Operational procedures

•

Documentation of all processes and programs

15. Decide on translation software strategy
The two options that currently exist are to purchase translation software or outsource the
services to a third-party solution provider. Factors to consider for either option include:
•

Estimated transaction volume

•

Current technology infrastructure

•

Internal resource availability

•

Analyze the costs and maintenance for initial and future development

•

Integration to existing systems

16. Decide on communication solution
The results of surveying your trading partners’ EDI engagement will influence your choice
of communication solution. Deciding early in the process will influence many of the future
decisions required in the process.
Note:
VAN solution providers have standard cost contracts and commercial price lists that
should be reviewed before a decision is made.
Direct connection is an alternative to using commercial networks (i.e., VANs,
gateways). This decision requires trading partners to accept the burden of maintaining
6020-2021, November 2021
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the connection, coordinating the polling schedule, providing audit reports, generating
invoices if the costs (if any) are to be shared, and other related responsibilities.
EDI over the Internet is another communication solution. Investigate the cost and
maintenance of the Internet solution.
17. Code and test the interface to in-house systems
It may be necessary to develop programs or purchase solutions which interface between
your internal applications and files generated by translation software in order to process
the business information. It is important to test that these programs are functioning
properly on a regular basis.
18. Finalize network provider’s optional services
If using a commercial network, compliance assessment is one of the many services
offered, as well as reports to determine the status of transmissions. Be sure to establish
the cost of the optional services — they are not always offered for free!
19. Implement the translation software
The implementation time will vary. Should a supplier/vendor have supplied your
organization with the software, be sure they offer implementation and education support.
20. Network connection implementation
Follow the installation checklist provided should you have contracted a network service
provider. Many networks offer a facility through which you may send an EDI transmission
into the network and receive the transmission back for validation.
Note:
Some networks have a facility for data validation of transmissions on a per-request basis.
This resource can be particularly useful in the initial testing/pilot phase.
21. Conduct system test with translation and network
The purpose of this test is to verify the following capabilities:
Sending Documents
•

Generate the data from the internal system

•

Translate the data into the EDI document format

•

Send document to the network

•

If applicable, receive 997 Functional Acknowledgment (FA)

Receiving Documents
•

Receive transmission from the network

•

Translate/integrate the document into your data files

•

Interface data into internal system

•

If applicable, generate and send a 997 Determine the costs associated with
testing.

6020-2021, November 2021
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22. Conduct system test with your trading partners
The purpose of this test is to verify the following capabilities:
•

Send and receive transmission to and from your trading partner(s) through
your selected communication provider and process FA.

•

For received documents, translate/integrate into internal files and interface
with your systems.

•

For sent documents, receive data from the internal systems and translate into
required document formats.

•

Validate that received or sent documents were successfully transmitted.

•

Validate the content of the documents against the specific business event (i.e.,
order, invoice).

•

Send paper documents in parallel to your trading partner for validation of the
documents sent electronically. You may wish to extend this practice for some
pre-determined period following your EDI implementation.

Complete extensive system testing prior to implementation.
23. Establish production cutover date criteria
Develop a sign-off document that includes all the participants (e.g., internal departments
and all external trading partners) in the EDI implementation project. Following the testing
and resolution of all outstanding issues, the cutover date can be defined.
24. Implementation
One document transmitted successfully will be more rewarding than hundreds with
problems. Selecting your initial trading partner for piloting will be key to the overall
success of the project.
It is recommended that you collect data during the first few months for use in a postmortem review of the project. This information will be useful for your management team,
as well as new or potential trading partners. It will also provide a benchmark tool to show
improvements.
25. Re-evaluate the checklist for future implementations
Eliminate unnecessary tasks and simplify the process of establishing new trading
relationships.
This is also a good time to review if the projected benefits have been realized (e.g.,
reductions in data entry/data validation/data corrections, lower inventory levels).

6020-2021, November 2021
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3

External Code Source Index
The following X12 External Code Sources are applicable in the Canadian Healthcare EDI
Implementation Guidelines:
TABLE OF CONTENTS – X12 EXTERNAL CODE SOURCE INDEX

5 - COUNTRIES, CURRENCIES AND FUNDS ........................................................................... 17
17 - STANDARD CARRIER ALPHA CODE (SCAC) ..................................................................... 18
22 - STATES AND PROVINCES ............................................................................................. 18
51 - ZIP CODE................................................................................................................... 19
98 - EAN.UCC SERIAL SHIPPING CONTAINER CODE (SSCC) .................................................... 19
102 - LANGUAGES ............................................................................................................. 19
583 - GS1 GLOBAL LOCATION NUMBER (GLN) ...................................................................... 20

3.1

X12 External Code Source Details
5 - Countries, Currencies and Funds
DATA ELEMENT REFERENCES: 261001715
CODE REFERENCES: 66/38235/CH235/CZ235/HA235/HB235/HF955/SP
Source
Codes for Representation of Names of Countries, ISO 3166-(Latest Release) Codes
for Representation of Currencies and Funds, ISO 4217-(Latest Release)
Available From:
American National Standards Institute
25 West 43rd Street, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10036
Abstract

Part 1 (Country codes) of the ISO 3166 international standard establishes codes that represent
the current names of countries, dependencies, and other areas of special geopolitical interest,
on the basis of lists of country names obtained from the United Nations. Part 2 (Country
subdivision codes) establishes a code that represents the names of the principal administrative
divisions, or similar areas, of the countries, etc. included in Part 1. Part 3 (Codes for formerly
used names of countries) establishes a code that represents non-current country names, i.e.,
the country names deleted from ISO 3166 since its first publication in 1974. Most currencies are
those of the geopolitical entities that are listed in ISO 3166 Part 1, Codes for the Representation
of Names of Countries. The code may be a three-character alphabetic or three-digit numeric.
The two leftmost characters of the alphabetic code identify the currency authority to which the
code is assigned (using the two character alphabetic code from ISO 3166 Part 1, if applicable).
The rightmost character is a mnemonic derived from the name of the major currency unit or
fund. For currencies not associated with a single geographic entity, a specially-allocated twocharacter alphabetic code, in the range XA to XZ identifies the currency authority. The rightmost
character is derived from the name of the geographic area concerned and is mnemonic to the
extent possible. The numeric codes are identical to those assigned to the geographic entities
listed in ISO 3166 Part 1. The range 950-998 is reserved for identification of funds and currencies
not associated with a single entity listed in ISO 3166 Part 1.

6020-2021, November 2021
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17 - Standard Carrier Alpha Code (SCAC)
DATA ELEMENT REFERENCES: 140206296298
CODE REFERENCES: 66/266/ND309/RS
Source
Directory of Standard Carrier Alpha Codes (SCAC), NMF 101 Series
Available From:
National Motor Freight Traffic Association, Inc.
1001 North Fairfax Street, Suite 600
Alexandria, VA 22314-1798
(703) 838-1810
Internet Address
http://www.nmfta.org
Abstract

The Standard Carrier Alpha Code (SCAC) is a unique two-to-four-letter code used to identify
transportation companies. The SCAC program contemplates that each company will be assigned
a unique code, based on the company name, for data processing or other identification purposes.
Certain groups of SCACs are reserved for specific purposes. Codes ending with the letter "U" are
reserved for the identification of freight containers. Codes ending with the letter "X" are reserved
for the identification of privately owned railroad cars. Codes ending with the letter "Z" are
reserved for the identification of truck chassis and trailers used in intermodal service.
The Standard Carrier Alpha Codes are published in the Directory of Standard Carrier Alpha Codes
(SCAC). The Directory is updated on a quarterly basis and is reissued annually. The SCAC data
is also available via an online search engine, on CD-ROM, via a Data Distribution Service utilizing
FTP or email, and a web service.

22 - States and Provinces
DATA ELEMENT REFERENCES: 156
COD
E REFERENCES: 66/SJ128/PCJ128/SOJ235/A5771/009
Source
U.S. Postal Service or Canada Post or Bureau of Transportation Statistics
Available From:
The U.S. state codes may be obtained from:
U.S. Postal Service
National Information Data Center
P.O. Box 2977
Washington, DC 20013
www.usps.gov
The Canadian province codes may be obtained from:
http://www.canadapost.ca
The Mexican state codes may be obtained from:
www.bts.gov/ntda/tbscd/mex-states.html
Abstract

Provides names, abbreviations, and two character codes for the states, provinces and subcountry divisions as defined by the appropriate government agency of the United States, Canada,
and Mexico.
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51 - ZIP Code
DATA ELEMENT REFERENCES: 116
CODE REFERENCES: 66/16309/PQ309/PR309/PS771/010
Source
Look Up a ZIP Code™
Available From
U.S. Postal Service
Washington, DC 20260
https://tools.usps.com/go/ZipLookupAction_input
Abstract

The ZIP Code is a geographic identifier of areas within the United States and its territories for
purposes of expediting mail distribution by the U.S. Postal Service.

98 - EAN.UCC Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC)
CODE REFERENCES: 88/AA88/GM235/UO
Source

a) ANSI/UCC6: Application Standard for Shipping Container Codes
b) GS1 US Solutions Center

Available From
GS1 US
7887 Washington Village Drive, Suite 300
Dayton, OH 45459
Abstract

The EAN.UCC SSCC is a globally unique number for the identification of logistic units. The
identification number is 18 digits in length and comprises (from left to right) an Extension Digit,
and EAN.UCC Company Prefix, a Serial Reference, and a Check Digit. The Application Identifier
used is "00".

102 - Languages
DATA ELEMENT REFERENCES: 819
CODE REFERENCES: 66/LE
Source
Code for the representation of names of languages (ISO 639)
Available From
American National Standards Institute
25 West 43rd Street, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10036
Abstract

A set of symbols used to designate languages.
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583 - GS1 Global Location Number (GLN)
CODE REFERENCES: 66/UL66/UM771/GLNI05/07
Source
GS1 US
Available From
GS1 US
7887 Washington Village Drive, Suite 300
Dayton, OH 45459
Abstract

The GS1 Global Location Number (GLN) is a globally unique number for the identification of a
legal entity, functional entity, or physical location. The identification number is 13 digits in length
and comprises (from left to right) an GS1 Company Prefix, a Location Reference, and a Check
Digit. The Application Identifier (AI) used is dependent on function. The GLN with extension
component includes up to an additional 20 alphanumeric characters.
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4

Glossary of Terms, Abbreviations and Acronyms
Term

Definition

Advanced Ship Notice
(ASN)

Advanced shipping notice (ASN) is a document that provides detailed information about a
pending delivery. The purpose of an ASN is to notify the customer when shipping occurs
and provide physical characteristics about the shipment so the customer can be prepared
to accept delivery.

ANSI Standard

A document published by ANSI that has been approved through the consensus process of
public announcement and review. Each of these standards must have been developed by
an ANSI committee and must be revisited by that committee within five years for update.
Referred to as Draft Standards for Trial Use

Application
Acknowledgment

A transaction set whose purpose is to respond to a transaction set which has been received
and processed in an application program. The Purchase Order Acknowledgment
Transaction Set (855) is an example of an application acknowledgment and can be used
to respond to the Purchase Order Transaction Set (850) presenting information such as
whether the receiver can fulfill the order and it can be done on time.

AS2

AS2 stands for Applicability Statement 2 and is a B2B messaging protocol used to transmit
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) documents from one organization to another. AS2 is a
universal method for transporting data used by millions of businesses worldwide.

Assortment

A single GTIN as defined in the purchase order that represents multiple items (e.g.,
Syringes with different coloured labels contained in one package or container).

Authentication

A mechanism which allows the receiver of an electronic transmission to verify the sender
and the integrity of the content of the transmission using an electronic "key" or algorithm
which is shared by the trading partners. May be referred to as an electronic signature

Barcode

A symbol that encodes data into a machine-readable pattern of adjacent, varying width,
parallel, rectangular, or square dark and light spaces.

Communication Protocol

The rules or specifications allowing computers to communicate with each other

Communication System

Computer programs and hardware used for transmitting information electronically.

Compliance Checking

The process used to ensure that a transmission complies with “EDI” standards syntax
rules.

Composite Data
Element

A composite data structure consists of two or more component data elements preceded
by a data element separator.

Conditional (X)

A data element requirement designator indicates that the presence of a specified data
element is dependent on the value or presence of other data elements in the segment.

Consumer Unit
Packaging for POS
(Point of Sale / Scan)

Both retail and non-retail goods intended for patients and consumers. The consumer unit
is defined as the most elementary unit that is or could be offered to patients and
consumers for use or purchase. That implies, among other things, that the product
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Definition
includes, in clearly visible form, all of the information required by law for products offered
for use or sale to the public.

Control Segment

A control segment has the same structure as a data segment but is used for transferring
control information for grouping data segments.
Control Segments are Loop Control Segments
(LS Loop Header/LE Loop Trailer),
Transaction Set Control Segments
(ST Transaction Set Header/SE Transaction Set Trailer),
Functional Group Control Segments
(GS Functional Group Header /GE Functional Group Trailer),
Interchange Control Segments
(ISA Interchange Control Header Segment /
IEA Interchange Control Trailer Segment).

Control Validation

Confirmation that information within the control segments is correct

Customer

An individual or firm purchasing goods and/or services from a supplier

Data Element

A data element can represent a qualifier, a value, or text (such as a description). Each
data element is identified by a number used for reference in the Data Element Dictionary,
which defines specifications for each simple data element.

Data Element
Description

Each data element is defined in a description statement that specifies the purpose of the
data element.

Data Element Length

This is the range, minimum to maximum, of the number of character positions available
to represent the data element value. A data element may be of variable length with range
from minimum to maximum, or it may be of fixed length in which the minimum is equal
to the maximum.
The range length is shown in the standard as MIN and MAX (minimum and maximum,
respectively). Length may be defined differently for different types of data elements.

Data Element Position

Data elements are assigned a specific position within a segment. In a transmission, the
segment is terminated after the last data element used. In this case, the transmission of
the segment terminator signifies that the remaining data elements have been omitted.
The omission of data elements other than at the end of a segment is signified by successive
data element separators or, in the case of a composite data structure, sub-element
separators.

Data Element Reference
Number

Data elements are assigned unique reference numbers. This reference number is used in
all segments to aid in locating the data element definitions in the Data Element Dictionary.
If the reference number begins with a “C”, this indicates that the data element is a
composite data structure.

Data Element
Requirement Designator

The code defining the need for a data element value to appear in the segment if the
segment is transmitted The codes available are mandatory (M), optional (O), or conditional
(X).
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Data Element Separator

Each data element in a segment is preceded by a separator character, or, in the case of
composite data structures, a sub-element separator, both specified by the interchange
sender in the Interchange Control Header segment (ISA). The data element separator and
sub-element separator have ranges of influence from this header to the next Interchange
Control Trailer segment (IEA). The data element separator and sub-element separator
must be different from the segment terminator and, once specified in the ISA, must not
appear in a data element value with the exception of their possible appearances in Data
Element #785, Binary Data.
If optional data elements occurring at the end of a segment are not used, the data element
separators need not be transmitted. If optional data elements at the end of a composite
data structure are not used, the sub-element separators need not be transmitted.

Data Element Type

A data element may be one of eight types: numeric, decimal, identifier, string, date, time,
binary, or fixed-length string. The symbols used to designate the data element types are
as follows.

Data Element Type Binary (B)

The binary type of data element is symbolized by the representation B. The binary type is
any sequence of octets ranging in value from binary 00000000 to binary 11111111. This
data element type has no defined maximum length; actual length is specified by the
immediately preceding data element. The B type may only exist in the BIN or BDS
segments.

Data Element Type Date (DT)

The date type of a data element is symbolized by the representation DT. Format for the
date type is either YYMMDD or CCYYMMDD in which CC is the first two digits (century) of
the calendar year, YY is the last two digits of calendar year, MM is the month (01 to 12),
and DD is the day in the month (01 to 31).

Data Element Type Decimal Number (R)

The decimal type of data element is symbolized by the representation R. The decimal point
is optional for integer values but required for fractional values. For negative values the
leading minus (-) sign is used Absence of a sign indicates a positive value. The plus sign
(+) should not be transmitted. Leading zeros should be suppressed unless necessary to
satisfy a minimum length requirement. The minus sign and the decimal point are not
counted when determining the length of the data element value.

Data Element Type Identifier (ID)

The identifier type of data element is symbolized by the representation ID. An identifier
data element must always contain a value from a predefined list of values. The value is
left justified. Trailing spaces should be suppressed.

Data Element Type Numeric (Nn)

The numeric type of data element is symbolized by the two-position representation Nn. N
indicates a numeric, and n indicates the decimal places to the right of a fixed, implied
decimal point. The decimal point is not transmitted in the character stream. For negative
values, the leading minus sign (-) is used. Absence of a sign indicates a positive value.
The plus sign (+) should not be transmitted. Leading zeros should be suppressed unless
necessary to satisfy a minimum length requirement. The length of the data element is the
number of digits used. The minus sign (-) is not counted when determining the length of
the data element value.

Data Element Type String (AN)

The string (alphanumeric) type of data element is symbolized by the representation AN.
Contents of string-type data elements are a sequence of any letters, digits, spaces, and/or
special characters and contain at least one non-space character. The significant characters
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must be left justified. Leading spaces, if used, are assumed to be significant characters.
Trailing spaces should be suppressed.

Data Element Type Time (TM)

The time type of data element is symbolized by the representation TM. Format for this
type is expressed in 24-hour clock format, HHMMSSd..d. HH is the numeric expression of
the hour (00-23), MM is the numeric expression of the minute (00-59), SS is the numeric
expression of the second (00-59), and d..d is the numeric expression of decimal seconds.

Data Mapping

The Data Mapping is the format in which the EDI message is transmitted.

Delimiters

The delimiters consist of two levels of separators and a terminator. The delimiters are an
integral part of the transferred data stream. Delimiters are specified in the interchange
header and may not be used in a data element value elsewhere in the interchange. From
highest to lowest level, the separators and terminator are segment terminator, data
element separator, and sub-element separator.

Delivery/Return
Acknowledgment or
Adjustment (895)

The Delivery/Return Acknowledgment or Adjustment Transaction Set (895) can be used
to enable a distributor or Direct Store Delivery (DSD) vendor to communicate adjustments
to a DSD delivery or to acknowledge the completion of a delivery. The transaction set
contains changes to the Delivery/Return Base Record identified during the check-in
procedure.

Delivery/Return Base
Record (894)

The Delivery/Return Base Record Transaction Set (894) can be used to enable a Direct
Store Delivery (DSD) vendor to communicate the details of a DSD delivery and is to be
used during the check-in procedure.

Detail (Transaction Set
Level)

The detail area used within a transaction set containing various segments and attributes.
The Detail area is after the header and before the summary area of the transaction set.
The “Detail” level may be identified in an implementation position with a 2. Example
2/0100 is position 100 in the detail.

Direct Store Delivery
Summary Information
(882)

The Direct Store Delivery Summary Information Transaction Set (882) can be used to
summarize detailed delivery, return and adjustment information which was previously
reconciled at time of delivery in a retail direct store delivery environment, and also to
request payment for the products delivered. This transaction set will provide only a
summary of direct store deliveries and adjustments without product detail.

Direct Transmission

Direct transmission is the exchange of data from computer to computer.

Distributor

An entity who supplies/resells goods to other organizations.

EAN/UPC

The EAN (European Article Number)/UPC (Universal Product Code) family of symbols consists of
the first and most widely deployed GS1 barcodes. EAN/UPC barcodes are suitable for the
retail point-of-sale (POS) because they are designed for the high volume scanning
environment. Applications are limited to GTIN, Restricted Circulation Numbers (RCN),
coupons, and in-store codes.
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EDI

See Electronic Data Interchange

EDI Translation

The conversion of application data to and from the EDI standard format

EDI Translator

Computer software used to perform the conversion of application data to and from the
EDI standard.

EDI Value Added
Network (EDI VAN)

An EDI VAN offers a B2B (business to business) network of electronic communications, a
network which includes an array of 'value added' services, as well as facilitated
communication protocols that otherwise would not be available when going through the
Internet or regular phone lines.

Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI)

EDI enables the computer-to-computer exchange of business documents between
companies using a standard format, regardless of the kind of computer or software each
organization is using. As an example, with EDI, an organization can automatically generate
and transmit a purchase order from a buyer to a supplier, with confirmation of receipt.

Electronic Envelope

Electronic information which groups a set of transmitted documents being sent from one
sender to one receiver

Electronic Health
Record (EHR)

An electronic health record (EHR) is a digital version of a patient chart, but it is a more
inclusive snapshot of the patient’s medical history. Electronic health records are designed
to be shared with other providers, so authorized users may instantly access a patient’s
EHR from across different healthcare providers.
EHR benefits include:
• Streamlined sharing of updated, real-time information.
• Access to tools that providers can use for decision-making.
• A complete medical history of the patient, from allergies and radiology images to lab
results.

Electronic Mailbox

A term used to refer to the place where an EDI transmission is stored for pickup or delivery
within a third-party service provider’s system. Trading partners can also maintain
mailboxes within their own domain.

Electronic Medical
Record (EMR)

An electronic medical record (EMR) is a single practice’s digital version of a patient’s chart.
An EMR contains the patient’s medical history, diagnoses and treatments by a particular
physician, nurse practitioner, specialist, dentist, surgeon, or clinic.
EMRs offer several advantages over paper records:
• Better data tracking over time.
• Timely reminders for patient screenings and preventative checkups.
• Improved patient care.

Element Delimiter

Single character delimiter follows the segment identifier and each data element in a
segment except the last.
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Encryption

A process of transforming clear text (data in its original, unencrypted form) into cipher
text (encrypted output of a cryptographic algorithm) for security or privacy

FTPS

File Transfer Protocol Secure (FTPS) is an extension of the popular File Transfer Protocol
that supports Transport Layer Security (TLS) and the new defunct Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL).

Functional
Acknowledgment (997)

A Functional Acknowledgment (997) transaction set is transmitted by the receiver of an
EDI transmission to the sender, indicating receipt and syntactical acceptability of data
transmitted according to the EDI standards. The functional acknowledgment allows the
receiving party to report back to the sending party problems encountered by the syntax
analyzer as the data is interpreted.
It is not intended to serve as an acknowledgment of data content.

Functional Group

A group of one or more transaction sets bounded by a functional group header segment
and a functional group trailer segment.

Functional Group
Segments

GS/GE segments identify a specific functional group of documents such as purchase
orders.
GS functional group header / GE functional group trailer

GLN (Global Location
Number)

The GLN enables the unique and unambiguous identification of any type of location used
in business and clinical processes. A GLN acts as a database key which references location
specific information that is repeatedly applied. Its function is to reduce input errors and
increase efficiency. GLN provides a standard means to identify legal entities, trading
parties and locations.

GMDN (Global Medical
Device Nomenclature)

Global Medical Device Nomenclature is a system of internationally agreed generic
descriptors used to identify all medical device products.

GS1 Barcodes

Barcodes play a key role in supply chains, enabling products to be tracked, processed, and
stored. Barcodes are symbols that can be scanned electronically using laser or imagebased technology. They are used to encode information such as key identifiers (product,
shipment, location, etc.) and key attributes (serial numbers, batch/lot numbers, dates,
etc.).

GS1 Canada

GS1 is a neutral, not-for-profit association that develops and maintains global standards
for efficient business communication. Learn more about GS1 Canada at www.gs1ca.org.

GS1 Canada ECCnet
Locations

ECCnet Locations is the party and location information service by GS1 Canada. It is a
central, online, searchable database of accurate location information including Global
Location Numbers (GLNs) and GLN-related details (for example street address, city/town,
province, postal code, etc.).

GS1 Canada ECCnet
Registry

ECCnet Registry is Canada’s largest national product registry, allowing data providers
(such as manufacturers, brand owners, distributors, and suppliers) to seamlessly share
the most accurate and up-to-date product data with trading partners and other data
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recipients (such as retailers, healthcare providers, foodservice operators, and other end
users).

GS1 Canada Industry
Managed Solutions

GS1 Canada solves non-competitive business process issues through the delivery of
Industry Managed Solutions. Designed for optimal efficiency through a one-to-many
sharing process, our non-proprietary global standards-based solutions meet the needs of
businesses of all sizes across multiple sectors.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ECCnet
ECCnet
ECCnet
ECCnet
ECCnet
ECCnet
ECCnet
ECCnet
ECCnet

New Item Setup
eCommerce Content
Recall
Nutritional Content
Planogram Content
Marketing Content
Foodservice Content
Pharmaceutical Content
Incident Reporting

GS1 DataMatrix

GS1 DataMatrix is a 2D Two-Dimensional Symbology which optically reads symbols that
must be examined both vertically and horizontally to read the entire message.

GS1 DataMatrix
Symbology (2D)

GS1 DataMatrix is a standalone, 2D or two-dimensional barcode matrix symbology that is
made up of square modules arranged within a perimeter finder pattern. GS1 DataMatrix
symbols are read by two-dimensional imaging scanners or vision systems.

GS1 Global Product
Classification (GPC)

GS1 Global Product Classification (GPC) is a system that gives both sides of the trading
partner relationship a common language for grouping products in the same way. GPC is
mandatory for data synchronization.

GS1-128 Symbology
(linear barcode)

Used to identify logistics units such as cartons/ cases, pallets, and reusable packaging or
transport equipment (returnable assets) and help manage fast and accurate tracking of
inventory. Additional information, such as Best Before Date, and Batch/Lot/Serial
Number, can be encoded in GS1-128 barcodes to add security and sustainability to your
supply chain. Legacy terminology: UCC-128.
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Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) is the GS1 identification key used to identify trade items
and services. It is an “umbrella” term used to describe the family of GS1 trade item
numbers. The GTIN may be a GTIN-8, GTIN-12, GTIN-13, or a GTIN-14. Legacy
terminology: EAN/UPC. The following are examples of linear barcodes. Also see 2D –
GS1 DataMatrix

The GTIN is used on trade items or services that may be priced, ordered, or invoiced at
any point in any supply chain.
GTIN Management
Standard/Healthcare
GTIN Allocation Rules
Standard

Both the Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) Management Standard and the Healthcare
GTIN Allocation Rules Standard are designed to help industry make consistent decisions
about the unique identification of trade items in open supply chains. Unique identification
of trade items is critical to maintaining operational efficiencies that business partners rely
on to exchange information about products in consistent ways, as well as ensuring the
smooth operations of global supply chains. Communication between trading partners of
those changes are essential to ensure the right product is identified.

GTIN-12

The 12-digit GS1 Identification Key composed of a Company Prefix, Item Reference, and
Check Digit used to identify trade items. Also referred to as the Universal Product Code
(U.P.C.).

GTIN-13

The 13-digit GS1 Identification Key composed of a GS1 Company Prefix, Item Reference,
and Check Digit used to identify trade items.

GTIN-14

The 14-digit GS1 Identification Key composed of an Indicator Digit (1-9), GS1 Company
Prefix, Item Reference, and Check Digit used to identify trade items.

GTIN-8

The 8-digit GS1 Identification Key composed of a GS1-8 Prefix, Item Reference, and Check
Digit used to identify trade items.

GTIN Non-Reuse

Starting January 1, 2019:
• Any new GTIN allocated to a product SHALL NOT be reallocated to another product.
• Any GTIN that is still active in the market on January 1, 2019 SHALL NOT be reallocated
to another product.

Header (Transaction
Set Level)

The header area used within a transaction set containing various segments and attributes.
The Header area is at the start of Transaction Set.
The “Header” level may be identified in an implementation position with a 1. Example
1/0100 is position 100 in the header (beginning of the transaction set).
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Healthcare Provider

Definition
The term “Healthcare Provider” refers to Shared Service Organizations (SSOs), Group
Purchasing Organizations (GPOs), Health Authorities (HAs) or hospitals in this document
An institution that provides/supports treatment and overall delivery of care for patients.
The following institutions are considered Healthcare Providers in Canada for the purposes
of this policy:
- All hospitals (including general, acute/post acute inpatient/outpatient care,
teaching)
- Ambulatory Services, including community-based care
- Long Term Care (LTC) and Nursing Home
- Health Clinics
- Shared Service Organization (SSOs) (An organization that provides services to a
group of hospitals)
- Health Authorities (Regional Health Authorities, Provincial Health Authorities)
- Health Practitioners (e.g., Doctor’s Office, Dentist Office)
- Laboratories/Diagnostic Imaging Centres

Human Readable
Interpretation (HRI)

Human Readable Interpretation refers to the characters printed below, beside or above a
barcode. HRI serves as a fall-back option in situations where there is a need to manually
interpret or process barcoded data.

Industry Guideline

Outlines the EDI environment for using conventions within an industry and shows how to
implement the Canadian EDI standard.

Interchange Control
Segments

ISA/IEA segments identify a unique interchange being sent from one sender to one
receiver.
ISA Interchange Control Header Segment
To start and identify an interchange of zero or more functional groups and interchangerelated control segments.
IEA Interchange Control Trailer Segment
To define the end of an interchange of zero or more functional groups and interchangerelated control segments.
The interchange control number in this trailer must match the value in the same data
element in the corresponding ISA segment.

Interchange Control
Structure

The interchange header and trailer segments envelope one or more functional groups or
interchange related control segments and perform the following functions:
1) defines the data element separators and the data segment terminators,
2) identifies the sender and receiver,
3) provides control information for the interchange, and
4) allows for authorization and security information.

Invoice (810)

The Invoice Transaction Set (810) can be used to provide for customary and established
business and industry practice relative to the billing for goods and services provided.

ISO

International Standards Organization
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ITF-14 Symbol

GS1 ITF-14 barcode(a subset of Interleaved 2-of-5) carries GTINs only on trade items that
are not expected to pass through the point-of-sale.

Loop

A group of semantically related segments; these segments may be either bounded or
unbounded. The N1 loop, which includes segments N1 to PER for name and address
information, is an example of a loop.

Mailbox

Computer system to deposit EDI documents into and extract from, with each trading
partner having a unique address.

Mandatory (M)

A data element/segment requirement designator which indicates the presence of a
specified data element/segment is required.

Manufacturer

The entity that makes, fabricates, or produces goods

Max Use

Specifies the maximum number of times a segment can be used at a given location in a
transaction set.

Message

Entire data stream including the outer envelope.

Modem

A device that modulates and demodulates signals transmitted over communications
facilities.

Network

A central hub for EDI communications, providing computer power, communications
facilities and interfaces with trading partners and applications

Optional (O)

A data element/segment requirement designator which indicates the presence of a
specified data element/segment is at the option of the sending party, which can be based
on the mutual agreement of the interchange parties.

Order Status Report
(870)

The Order Status Report Transaction Set (870) can be used to report on the current status
of a requirement forecast, an entire purchase order, selected line items on a purchase
order, selected products/services on a purchase order, or purchase orders for a specific
customer in their entirety or on a selection basis. The transaction set can also be used to
report on the current status of single or multiple requisitions. The report format allows for
the inclusion of "reasons" relative to the status. This transaction set may also be used to
update the supplier's scheduled shipment or delivery dates. This transaction set can result
from either an inquiry or a prearranged schedule agreed to by the trading partners.
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Pallet Identification

Pallet is a portable platform for transporting and storing loads. These pallets may be
marked with a unique reference as its "identification".

Point-of-care (POC)

Location where dispensing or use of a non-retail, regulated healthcare pharmaceutical or
medical device to or for a patient occurs.

Point-of-sale (POS)

Refers to the retail checkout where omnidirectional linear barcodes must be used to
support high-volume laser-based scanning or low volume checkout where linear barcodes
(or for regulated healthcare trade items, GS1 DataMatrix) are used with image-based
scanners.

Price Authorization
Acknowledgment/Status
(845)

The Price Authorization Acknowledgment/Status Transaction Set (845) can be used by a
vendor or manufacturer to transmit specific data relative to the status of or changes to
outstanding price authorizations.

Price/Sales Catalog
(832)

The Price/Sales Catalog Transaction Set (832) can be used to provide for customary and
established business and industry practice relative to furnishing or requesting the price of
goods or services in the form of a catalog or a product registry.

Product Activity Data
(852)

The Product Activity Data Transaction Set (852) can be used to advise a trading partner
of inventory, sales, and other product activity information. Product activity data enables a
trading partner to plan and ship, or propose inventory replenishment quantities, for
distribution centers, warehouses, or retail outlets. The receiver of the transaction set will
maintain some type of inventory/product movement records for its trading partners to
enable replenishment calculations based on data provided by the distributor, warehouse,
hospital, or retailer.

Product Transfer and
Resale Report (867)

The Product Transfer and Resale Report Transaction Set (867) can be used to:
(1) report information about product that has been transferred from one location to
another.
(2) report sales of product from one or more locations to an end customer.
(3) report sales of a product from one or more locations to an end customer, and demand
beyond actual sales (lost orders). Report may be issued by either buyer or seller.

Purchase Order (850)

The Purchase Order Transaction Set (850) can be used to provide for customary and
established business and industry practice relative to the placement of purchase orders
for goods and services.

Purchase Order
Acknowledgment (855)

The Purchase Order Acknowledgment Transaction Set (855) can be used to provide for
customary and established business and industry practice relative to a seller's
acknowledgment of a buyer's purchase order. This transaction set can also be used as
notification of a vendor generated order. This usage advises a buyer that a vendor has or
will ship merchandise as prearranged in their partnership.

Qualifier

A data element which identifies or defines a related element, set of elements, or a
segment. The qualifier contains a code taken from a list of approved codes.

Retailer

Business which buys for resale to the ultimate consumer such as a retail pharmacy.
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Term

Definition

Security

System screening which denies access to unauthorized users and protects data from
unauthorized users.

Segment

A segment is the intermediate unit of information in a transaction set. Segments consist
of logically related data elements in a defined sequence. Segments have a unique segment
identifier that comprises the first characters of the segment. When segments are combined
to form a transaction set, their relationship to the transaction set is defined by a segment
condition designator and a segment sequence. Some segments may be repeated, and
groups of segments may be repeated as loops.
The transaction sets in which the segments are used are listed under the heading
TRANSACTION SETS USED IN, referenced by transaction set ID.

Segment Identifier

A unique identifier for a segment composed of a combination of two or three uppercase
letters and digits. The segment identifier occupies the first character positions of the
segment. The segment identifier is not a data element.

Segment Terminator

A unique character appearing at the end of a segment to indicate the termination of the
segment.
Each segment ends with a segment terminator specified by the interchange sender in the
Interchange Control Header segment (ISA). The segment terminator has a range of
influence from this header to the next Interchange Control Trailer segment (IEA). The
segment terminator must be different from the data element separator and, once specified
in the ISA segment, it must not appear in a data element value with the exception of its
possible appearance in Data Element #785, Binary Data.

Serial Shipping
Container Code (SSCC)

A unique number used to identify logistics units, such as cases, cartons, totes, pallets, or
air cargo containers of trade items as they travel through shipping and receiving. When
used in conjunction with electronic business transactions, the SSCC acts as a license plate,
identifying the contents of the logistics unit.

SFTP

SFTP stands for secure file transfer protocol. An SFTP is created by someone who 'hosts'
an SFTP. This is known as an 'SFTP Server' This is a file directory that they make available
to external parties. Each party is given a username and password to connect to the server.

Ship Notice/Manifest
(856)

The Ship Notice/Manifest Transaction Set (856) can be used to list the contents of a
shipment of goods as well as additional information relating to the shipment, such as order
information, product description, physical characteristics, and type of packaging, marking,
carrier information, and configuration of goods within the transportation equipment. The
transaction set enables the sender to describe the contents and configuration of a
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Term

Definition
shipment in various levels of detail and provides an ordered flexibility to convey
information. The sender of this transaction is the organization responsible for detailing and
communicating the contents of a shipment, or shipments, to one or more receivers of the
transaction set. The receiver of this transaction set can be any organization having an
interest in the contents of a shipment or information about the contents of a shipment.
This transaction set is also referred to as an Advance Ship Notice (ASN) which may also
be used to pay from in place of an invoice (810).

Shipping Case

Within the shipping environment, this represents the container that holds product being
shipped between trading partners.

SKU

Stock Keeping Unit, a SKU usually identifies an item at the color and size level through
one code or a set of codes. The GTIN is used in an automated environment and replaces
the SKU.

Sub Element Separator

A unique character used to delimit the component data elements within a composite data
element.

Summary (Transaction
Set Level)

The summary area used within a transaction set containing various segments, data
element and codes. The Summary area is at the end of Transaction Set.

Syntax

The grammar or rules that define the structure of the EDI standards. (e.g., the use of
loops, qualifiers, etc.)

Trading Partner

The sending and/or receiving party involved in the exchange of electronic data interchange
transmissions.

Transaction Set

The transaction set unambiguously defines, in a standard syntax, information of business
one or more segments in a specified sequence. The various areas used within a transaction
set are header, detail and summary containing specific segments data elements and
codes.

Transaction Set Id

The numeric identifying the specific transaction set. This identifier is the first data element
of the transaction set header segment.

Translation

The act of accepting documents in other than standard format and translating them to the
standard

U.P.C.

The Universal Product Code (UPC; redundantly: UPC code) is a GS1 barcode symbology
that is widely used worldwide for tracking trade items in stores. UPC (GTIN12) (technically
refers to UPC-A) consists of 12 numeric digits that are uniquely assigned to each trade
item.
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UNSPSC

The United Nations Standard Products and Services Code (UNSPSC) is a taxonomy of
products and services for use in eCommerce.

Value Added Network
(VAN)

Value Added Networks are third party service organizations for Electronic Data
Interchange.
A value-added network (VAN) is a private, hosted service that provides companies with a
secure way to send and share data with its counterparties. Value-added networks were a
common way to facilitate electronic data interchange (EDI) between companies.

Vendor

A vendor is a trading partner in the supply chain who sells goods and services. In this
document, the term Vendor is the organization selling to the Healthcare Provider.

Vendor Pack

Package of two or more selling units which has been pre-defined by the buyer and the
seller often order merchandise by pack instead of by selling unit.

Version/Release

Identifies the publication of the standard being used for the generation or the
interpretation of data in the EDI standard format. May be found in the Functional Group
Header Segment (GS) and in the Interchange Control Header Segment (ISA) - See Control
Segment

Web EDI

Web EDI is simply conducting EDI through an Internet browser. It replicates paper-based
documents as a web form. In its simplest form, Web EDI enables small and medium sized
businesses to create, receive, turn around and manage electronic documents using a
browser.

X12 Inc.

The Accredited Standards Committee X12 (also known as ASC X12) is a standards
organization. Chartered by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) in 1979, it
develops and maintains the X12 Electronic data interchange (EDI) and Context Inspired
Component Architecture (CICA) standards along with XML schemas which drive business
processes globally.

Note: Visit GS1 Glossary to access a central repository of common terms used worldwide.
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5

Data Mapping

5.1.1

Introduction
The purpose of this section is to provide the necessary information to enable trading partners
to utilize the EDI standards for the exchange of electronic business documents within the
healthcare industry. The EDI message transmission, in the EDI format, is comprised of an
outer envelope (transmission envelope) that identifies the sender and receiver. The
transmission envelope is comprised of one or more functional groups.
The functional groups are analogous to batches of like documents (i.e., purchase orders,
invoices). Each functional group contains one or more transaction sets (e.g., electronic
documents). Each transaction set is an ordered collection of segments. Each segment is an
ordered collection of data elements (see Envelope and Group Mapping for further details).
Each segment has been assigned a two or three character identifier. This identifier marks
the beginning of each segment. Each element within the segment is separated by a data
element separator character, such as a caret (^), which is used to depict the data element
separator in printed examples.
A segment terminator character is used to mark the end of a segment. A character, such as
a tilde (~), is used to depict the segment terminator in printed examples. Some end or
terminator values are not seen on a printout, but the translators recognize these as nonprintable characters. A hexadecimal character is typically what the application recognizes.
Note:

Most business examples of message segments do not show this value. Please see
the below for an example of Transaction Set 850 - Purchase Order.

Segment Example 1
All data elements used:

*

*

*

N/L

Many of the data elements are optional (e.g., if the data element is not applicable, it is not
necessary to send it). When a data element is omitted, the data element separators remain
to explicitly indicate the omission (see Segment Example 2).
Segment Example 2
Data Element 2 omitted:

*

6020-2021, November 2021
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When the data element that is being omitted is at the end of the segment, the segment
terminator is placed after the last data element used. See Segment Example 3.
Segment Example 3
Data Elements 2 and 3 omitted:

BEG

*

Data
Element 1

N/L

As with the data elements, some of the segments are optional. However, when a segment is
omitted it is not sent. There is no need to explicitly indicate the omission of a data segment.

5.2

Canadian Healthcare EDI Segment Hierarchy
The Canadian Healthcare EDI segment hierarchy lists all the segments in the order they are
used. This provides the conventions and guidelines with a list of segments available for use,
and in the sequence to be used. Following the EDI segment hierarchy, a detailed description
of each segment is provided, in order.

5.2.1

Segment Detail
Each segment is listed with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Segment (ID) and name
Position
Loop and Loop Repeats
Level
Usage
Max Use
Purpose
Syntax
Semantic
Comments
Notes

Segment (ID) and Name
A unique identifier for a segment composed of a combination of two or three uppercase
letters and digits. The segment identifier occupies the first character positions of the
segment. The segment identifier is not a data element.
Position
Identifies the specific location within the transaction. The header may be referred to as 1
with a 4-digit position number to follow. Example 1/0100 is in the header and is the first
segment. A 2 would represent the Detail and 3 would be summary. This is seen in the
summary page at the beginning of each transaction set.
Loop
If the segment is contained within a loop, and Loop repeat is for the first segment in the
loop, allows for a multiple occurrence of a group of specific segments.
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Loop Repeats (Loop, Usage, Max Use)
Loop Repeats consist of Loop ID (identification) that contains all segments that are used
within the defined loop repeat. To use the loop, repeat the following information is required:
Usage:

Identifies whether the segment is optional, conditional, or mandatory.

Max Use:

Identifies the number or repetitions of the segment are allowed.

Sample:

Loop: LIN

Usage: Optional

Max Use: 999999

Level (header, detail, or summary)
Identifies what section this segment appears in the Transaction
Header

The header is an area at the beginning of the Transaction Set containing
information pertaining to the entire transaction set.

Detail

The detail area encompasses the actual body or payload of the business
transaction, such as, the line items on a Purchase Order and their associated
information.

Summary The summary area is an area at the end of a transaction set containing
information that addresses the results of summarization of information for the
transaction.
Usage

Identifies the requirement within the transaction set whether the segment is
mandatory or optional

Max Use

This shows the maximum usage of the segment

Purpose

Defines how the segment is utilized

Syntax

The rules for the usage of the segment and data elements

Semantic The conventions for the usage of the segment and data elements
Comments Further clarification of conditional usage where applicable
Notes

Specific implementation instructions are provided in notes. Example: Notes
explain the EDI convention for this segment within the transaction set. It is
important to note that all shaded text in this section are the Canadian Healthcare
EDI conventions and terminology.

All Canadian Notes will start with the wording “Canadian Note:” and will also be shaded.
Following is an example of a Transaction Set reflecting the above information:
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Segment Detail Example from 810 Invoice
Segment:
Position:
Loop:
Level:
Usage:
Max Use:
Purpose:

IT1 Baseline Item Data (Invoice)
010
IT1 Optional
Detail:
Mandatory
1
To specify the basic and most frequently used line item data for the invoice
and related transactions
Syntax Notes:
1 If any of IT102 IT103 or IT104 is present, then all are required.
2 If either IT106 or IT107 is present, then the other is required.
3 If either IT108 or IT109 is present, then the other is required.
4 If either IT110 or IT111 is present, then the other is required.
5 If either IT112 or IT113 is present, then the other is required.
6 If either IT114 or IT115 is present, then the other is required.
7 If either IT116 or IT117 is present, then the other is required.
8 If either IT118 or IT119 is present, then the other is required.
9 If either IT120 or IT121 is present, then the other is required.
10 If either IT122 or IT123 is present, then the other is required.
11 If either IT124 or IT125 is present, then the other is required.
Semantic Notes: 1 IT101 is the purchase order line item identification.
Comments: 1 Element 235 /234 combinations should be interpreted to include
products and/or services. See the Data Dictionary for a complete list of
IDs.
2 IT106 through IT125 provide for ten different product/service IDs for
each item. For example: Case, Color, Drawing No., GTIN No., ISBN No.,
Model No., or SKU.
Notes:
The codes listed for IT106 apply to every occurrence of Data Element 235 in
the IT1 segment.
Canadian Note:

Must use CTP Segment to transmit pricing other than unit price.
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5.2.2

Data Element Designators
“M” in the left margin indicates use of this element is required when this segment is used.
The data element summary lists each data element, in sequence order, of the segment.
For each data element, there is one line to identify:
Reference designator
Data element number
Data element name
Attributes

(Ref. Des.)
(Data Element)
(Name)

Reference Designator:

This is the segment identifier with the data element sequence number
within the segment.

Data Element Number:

This is the number assigned to the data element.

Data Element Name:

This is the name assigned to the data element.

Attributes:

Each data element has three attributes: element usage, element type, and
minimum/maximum length.

Element Usage:
M
O
X

Mandatory
Optional
Conditional

The data element must be used if the segment is used.
The data element may be used if the segment is used.
The data element may be used only if other elements are used within
the segment. The condition/relation will be stated in the syntax notes
of the segment.

The convention for representation of a repeating data element will be a dash (-) and a
numeric value that represents the maximum number of times a data element can be repeated
after the usage indicator (i.e., 0-3 Optional and can be repeated three times).
Element Type:
ID Identifier An identifier data element contains a unique value from a single, predefined list of
values.
AN String

A string data element is a sequence of any characters from the basic or extended
character sets and contains at least one non-space character. The significant characters
shall be left justified. Leading spaces, when they occur, are presumed to be significant
characters. In the actual data stream, trailing spaces should be suppressed.
Note: The use of any special characters (“&, *, !,~, >, etc.) within a text field, will
generate unspecified results within the EDI processing of the related message.

DT Date

A date data element is used to express the standard date in CCYYMMDD format in which
CC is the first two digits of the calendar year, YY is the last two digits of the calendar
year, MM is the month (01-12), and DD is the day in the month (01to 31).

TM Time

The time data element is used to express the time in HHMMSSd..d format in which HH
is the hour for a 24-hour clock (00 to 23), MM is the minute (00 to 59), SS is the second
(00 to 59) and d..d is decimal seconds. Seconds and decimal seconds are optional.
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Trailing zeros in decimal seconds should be suppressed unless necessary to satisfy a
minimum length requirement or unless necessary to indicate precision.
Nn Numeric

The value of a numeric data element includes an implied decimal point. It is used when
the position of the decimal point within the data element is permanently fixed and is
not being transmitted with the data. The representation for this data element type is
Nn where “N” indicates that it is numeric, and “n” indicates the number of decimal
positions to the right of the implied decimal point (N is equivalent to N0). For negative
values, the leading minus sign (-) is used. Absence of a sign indicates a positive value.
The plus sign (+) shall not be transmitted. Leading zeroes should be suppressed unless
necessary to satisfy a minimum length requirement. The length of a numeric type data
element does not include the optional minus sign.
EXAMPLES:
Example 1
Value is 100.00
Number type is N
The data stream value is 100
Example 2
Value is 123.45
Numeric type is N2 where “2" indicates an implied decimal placement
two positions from the right
The data stream value is 12345
Example 3
Value is -100.00
Numeric type is N2 where “2" indicates an implied decimal placement
two positions from the right
The data stream value is -10000

R Decimal

A decimal data element contains an explicit decimal point and is used for numeric values
that have a varying number of decimal positions. The decimal point always appears in
the character stream if the decimal point is at any place other than the right end. If the
value is an integer (decimal point is at the right end) the decimal point should be
omitted. For negative values, the leading minus sign (-) is used. Absence of a sign
indicates a positive value. The plus sign (+) shall not be transmitted. Leading zeroes
should be sup-pressed unless necessary to satisfy a minimum length requirement.
Trailing zeros following the decimal point should be suppressed unless necessary to
indicate precision. The use of triad separators (for example, the commas in
“1,000,000”) is expressly prohibited. The length of a numeric type data element does
not include the optional minus sign or decimal point.
EXAMPLES:
Example 1
Value is 0123.00
Decimal type is R
The data stream value is 123
Example 2
Value is 0123.45
Decimal type is R
The data stream value is 123.45
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Example 3
Value is -123.45
Decimal type is R
The data stream value is -123.45
Min/Max

This is the minimum and maximum length of the data element.
EXAMPLES:
Example 1
2/2 - fixed length of 2 characters.
Example 2
4/9 - minimum length of 4 characters and maximum length of 9
characters.

5.2.3

EDI CONVENTIONS

The following conventions are provided to help put the mapping conventions in perspective to the
business practices of the user and their trading partner(s).
Functional Acknowledgments
Functional Acknowledgments (FA), Transaction Set 997, may be used for each functional group
transmitted. The receiver of the functional group may send the FA to the sender. The use of the
document is as agreed upon by the trading partners with respect to timing of response and which
messages require this response. It does not make any comment as to the validity of the message
content. It provides the message Control Numbers to enable tracking of document activity.
Control Numbers
There are three syntax control levels: Interchange, Group, and Transaction Set. Within each level
there is a control number, which provides a positive match between the headers and trailers, e.g.,
ISA and IEA segments (Interchange level), GS and GE segments (Group level), and ST and SE
segments (Transaction Set level). The EDI conventions specify how to assign these control numbers
at each level.
ISA/IEA Interchange Control Numbers (ISA13/IEA02)
The sender, starting with one within each trading partner, sequentially assigns the number. The
Interchange Receiver ID (ISA08) defines the trading partner at the interchange level. The control
number is incremented by one for each interchange envelope sent to the trading partner. When the
control number reaches 999999999 (maximum size) the next interchange envelope will have the
control number of 000000001.
The sequential assignment of interchange control numbers enables the receiver to detect a missing
or duplicate transmission. Unlike the group level, no functional acknowledgement is used at the
interchange level. Therefore, it is important for the receiver to notify the sender if an out of sequence
interchange control number is detected.
GS/GE Data Interchange Control Numbers (GS06/GE02)
The number assigned by the sender must be unique within each trading partner. The Application
Receiver Code (GS03) defines the trading partner at the group level. The uniqueness must be
maintained until such time that a Functional Acknowledgement is received for that group.
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In a distributed EDI environment, where groups may be processed at different locations from the
sending/receiving point for the interchange, it is impossible to maintain sequential control numbers.
In this type of environment, one location serves as the gateway to the other locations. Only the group
level is passed on to other locations, and, in turn, the distributed locations format the groups and
send them to the gateway for transmission. In addition, the Functional Acknowledgment provides a
positive means of control at the group level. The above two reasons support the convention for the
group control number.
ST/SE Transaction Set Control Numbers (ST02/SE02)
The sender sequentially assigns the number, starting with one within each functional group. For each
functional group, the first transaction set control number will be 0001 and incremented by one for
each additional transaction set within the group.
Because of the rigorous control number structure at the interchange and group level, the transaction
set control number is used to identify position within the group to ease error identification and
resolution. If required, the sequential numbering will allow easy location of a particular transaction
set, within the transmission.
Location Identification
As per the convention, it is standard to use location numbers to represent hospitals, warehouses, and
distribution centres (DCs) for ship-to, bill-to locations, buying locations, among others.
The vendor maintains the list of valid locations and their respective addresses for each hospital; the
hospital maintains the location codes for each vendor. This alleviates the need to send full addresses.
The location code and type (i.e., buying, ship-to) are sent in the N1 segment. Many organizations
have a go-forward plan to integrate the Global Location Number (GLN), GS1’s global standard for
location identification. GS1 Canada ECCnet Locations, Canada’s national GLN registry, is a central,
searchable database of accurate location information including GLN’s and GLN-related attributes (e.g.,
street address, city/town, province, postal code, etc.)
Product Identification
The product identification convention for industry is the Global Trade Item Number (GTIN). The
GTIN is a globally unique structure to identify trade items (e.g., products and services) using the
GS1 Identification Keys (ID Keys). The following are the data structures within GTIN:
Code
EO
UP
EN
UK

Data Structure
GTIN-8
GTIN-12
GTIN-13
GTIN-14

Description
The 8 digit data structure for the GS1 GTIN-8
The 12 digit data structure for the GS1 GTIN-12
The 13 digit data structure for the GS1 GTIN-13
The 14 digit data structure for the GS1 GTIN-14

Product identification is at the stock-keeping unit (SKU) level for all line items. The recommended
convention is to use one Product ID Qualifier/Product ID set. See Data Element 235 Product/Service
ID
Coordinates
To identify coordinates, another Product ID Qualifier/Product ID is used with a code of CO and a
unique number for the coordinate. All SKUs with the same unique number will be considered within
the coordinate grouping. The uniqueness only applies within the transaction set to differentiate
between coordinates.
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Product Descriptions
All product descriptions will be in the PID segment. There will be no descriptions in the IT1, LIN, P01,
SLN and others.
CUR Usage
Monetary values are assumed to be expressed in the currency of the country of the transaction
originator unless the optional CUR segment is used to specify a different currency. The CUR segment
also permits the transaction originator to indicate a specific exchange rate, foreign exchange location
and date/time as the basis for a currency conversion.
Assuming the currency of the transaction originator is in US dollars (USD), the CUR segment that will
follow (when used in the heading area of a transaction set) indicates that all monetary values are
expressed in Canadian Dollars (CAD) and the exchange rate is at the discretion of the receiver.
CUR*BY*CAD: Assuming the currency of the transaction originator is USD, the following CUR
segment (when used in the detail area of a transaction set) describes a currency conversion for that
particular item from USD to CAD. It also indicates that a specific exchange rate at a specified foreign
exchange location on a given date and time should be used as the basis for the currency conversion.

CUR^BY^USD^1.
2OO^SE^CAD^NY^OO7^2005O4O1^14OO

CURO1=BY, CURO2=USD: Identifies the buyer's currency as
U.S. dollars
CURO3=1.200: The multiplier, 1.200, is the exchange rate
factor for this conversion
CURO4=SE, CURO5=CAD: Identifies the seller's currency as
Canadian dollars
CURO6=NY, CURO7=007, CURO8=20050401, CURO9=1400

Indicates the basis for the exchange rate as the New York Foreign Exchange, the effective date/time
as April 1, 2005 at 2:00 PM.
If the unit price value was 7.50 U.S. dollars, the actual unit price conversion would be the unit price
value (7.50), multiplied by the exchange rate (1.20) equals 9.00 Canadian dollars (7.50 x 1.20 =
9.00). CUR10 through CUR21 provide for four additional dates/times relating to the currency
conversion (i.e., effective date, expiration date, etc.).
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Envelope and Group Mapping
The ISA segment marks the beginning of the transmission and provides sender/receiver identification.
Each GS segment marks the beginning of a functional group. There may be one or more functional
groups within each transmission.
Segment Hierarchy:
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6

Healthcare Supply Chain EDI Transactions
The Healthcare Technical Standards Work Group established the following transactions for
the Canadian Healthcare EDI Guidelines:
•

810 Invoice

•

820 Payment Order – Remittance Advise

•

832 Price/Sales Catalog – Price

•

850 Purchase Order

•

852 Product Activity Data

•

855 Purchase Order Acknowledgment

•

856 Ship Notice/Manifest

•

867 Product Transfer & Resale Report

•

997 Functional Acknowledgment

The 6020-2021 Canadian Healthcare EDI Implementation Guidelines Transaction Sets are
posted separately on the GS1 Canada Website in version series 6020
https://gs1ca.org/standards/edi/#canadian-edi-guidelines
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Summary of Approved EDI Changes for Healthcare EDI

810
INV

832
PSC

850
PO

855
POA

2

-

-

BEG02

-

-

-

BEG

1/0200

02

3

-

-

-

CUR

-

-

CUR

1/0400

-

4

-

-

-

CUR01

-

-

CUR

1/0400

5

-

-

CUR01

-

-

-

CUR

6

-

-

-

CUR01

-

-

7

-

-

-

CUR02

-

8

-

-

-

REF

9

-

-

REF01

REF01

#
1

6020

10

856 997
Seg. Position
ASN FA

Elem.

Qual.

Definition

Action in HC EDI Version 6020

Upgrade to use ANSI X12 Version 6020 as basis Canadian Healthcare EDI Implementation Guidelines (CR GS110-488)
92 - Purchase Order
Type Code
-

DS

Drop Ship

-

-

01

98 - Entity Identifier
Code

BY

Buying Party (Purchaser)

1/0400

01

VN

Vendor

CUR

1/0400

01

98 - Entity Identifier
Code
98 - Entity Identifier
Code

SE

Selling Party

-

CUR

1/0400

02

-

-

REF

1/0500

-

-

-

REF

1/0500

01

128 - Reference
CO
Identification Qualifier

Customer Order #

PER

1/0600

01

366 - Contact Function BD
Code
365 - Communication Number Qualifier

Buyer Name or Department

PER01

11

PER07

-

-

-

-

- PER

1/0600

07

12

PER08

-

-

-

-

- PER

1/0600

08
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Data Element

(2010 v6020)

100 - Currency Code

Open Segment

364 - Communication
Number

-

-
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-

-

-

Add code DS Dropship in TS850 BEG02 DE92
Position 1/0200 (CR GS110-489)
Open CUR - Currency Segment in
TS855 in Position 1/0400 (Publication)
Add code BY Buying Party (Purchaser)in TS855
CUR01 DE98 Position 1/0400
(CR GS110-489)
Remove Code VN Vendor in TS850DE98
Position 1/0400 (Publication)
Add code SE Selling Party in TS855 CUR01 DE98
Position 1/0400
(CR GS110-489)
Open Data Element 100 Currency Codein TS855
Position 1/0400
(CR GS110- 489 & Publication errata
(VN Vendor is not used in the other transactions Changed to SE Selling Party to align to the other
transactions)
Open REF Reference Information Segment in
TS855 Position 1/0500 (Publication)
Add code CO Customer Order Number in both TS850
and TS855 in REF01 DE128 Position 1/0500
(CR GS110-489)
Add code BD Buyer Name or Department in TS855
PER01 DE366Position 1/0600 (CR GS1C10-499)

Open PER07 in TS810 DE365 Position1/0600 to
align with Transaction Sets 850 and 855
(Publication)
Open PER08 in TS810 DE364 Position1/0600 as
per syntax (Publication)
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810
INV
13 PER03,
05, 07
#

14 PER03,

05,07

832
850
PSC
PO
PER03,
05,07

855
POA
PER03,
05,07

856 997
Seg. Position
ASN FA
- PER 1/0600

-

PER03,
05,07

PER03,
05,07

-

- PER

1/0600

PO103

PO103

-

- PO1

2/0100

-

- PO1

15

-

-

16

-

-

PO106, PO106,
08,10,12 08,10,12

17 IT106,0

98,10,1
2
18 TXI01

IT1

Elem.

Data Element

Qual.

03, 365 - Communication TS
05, 07 Number Qualifier

03, 365 - Communication UR
05, 07 Number Qualifier
03

355 - Unit or Basis for
Measurement Code

-

2/0100 06,08,
10, 12

235 - Product/Service
IDQualifier

CA

2/0100 06,08,
10, 12

235 - Product/Service
IDQualifier

CA

-

-

-

-

- TXI

2/0400

01

963 - Tax Type Code

CA

19

TXI01

-

-

-

-

- TXI

2/0400

01

963 - Tax Type Code

LO

20

TXI01

-

-

-

-

- TXI

2/1900

01

963 - Tax Type Code

CA

21

TXI01

-

-

-

-

- TXI

2/1900

01

963 - Tax Type Code

LO
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Definition
Text Message Address
A communication protocol
allowing for instant
communication between
parties using a text messaging
service, such as Short
Message Service (SMS)
Uniform Resource Locator
(URL)

Action in HC EDI Version 6020
Add Extended Description in TS810, 850, 855,
856, and 832 to Code TS TextMessage Address
in PER03 DE 365 Position 1/0600 and remove
the reference X12 6020. (CR GS110-489)

Add code UR Uniform Resource Locator (URL) in
TS 810, 850 and 855 inPER03,05, and 07 DE365
Position 1/0600 (CR GS1C10-499)
Add NOTE: "If required by trading partners,
UOM (DE 355)
other X12 Unit or Basis for Measurement codes
may be used." inTS850 and 855 in PO103
DE355 Position 2/0100 (CR GS1C10-489)
Remove Code CA Case with note inTS850 in
GTIN EAN/UCC-14
PO106,08,10,12 in DE 235
Position 2/0100 (CR GS110-489)
Remove Code CA Case with note inTS810 in
GTIN EAN/UCC-14
IT106,08,10,12 in DE 235
Position 2/0100 (CR GS110-489)
Add code CA City Tax Definition: Service Tax
City Tax
Definition: Service Taximposed imposed by City in TS810in TXI01 DE963
by City
Position 2/0400 (CR GS1C10-489)
Local Tax
Add code LO Local Tax (Not Sales Tax)
Service tax imposed on a local Definition: Service tax imposed on a local level
level
in TS810 in TSI01 DE963 Position 2/0400
(CRGS1C10-489)
City Tax
Add code CA City Tax Definition:
Service Taximposed by City
Service Tax imposed by City in TS810in TXI01
DE963 Position 2/1900 (CR GS1C10-489)
Local Tax
Add code LO Local Tax (Not Sales Tax)
Service tax imposed on a local Definition: Service tax imposed on a local level
level
in TS810 in TSI01 DE963 Position 2/1900
(CRGS1C10-489)
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A

Appendix: Messages from Board and Work Group
A

Message from the GS1 Canada Carenet Healthcare Sector Board

B

Message from the Healthcare Technical Standards Work Group

Message from the GS1 Canada Carenet Healthcare Sector Board

On behalf of the GS1 Canada Carenet Healthcare Sector Board, we are pleased to provide the
Healthcare Implementation Guidelines for Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Product
Identification, and Location Identification to the Canadian healthcare community.
These documents are the result of a great deal of hard work, which included physical meetings,
conference calls and webinars, by a group of over 40 individuals from a variety of industry
sectors and stakeholder groups who are dedicated to realizing the implementation of global
supply chain standards across Canadian healthcare sector. The Board would like to recognize
the efforts of these individuals, each of whom were instrumental in driving this project and
publishing the guidelines.
To achieve current and meet the future needs of the Canadian healthcare supply chain,
procurement and accounting systems must be updated – thereby profiting from advances in
technology. Additionally, this growth must be expedited; this means incorporating EDI as a basic
foundation in all healthcare providers, suppliers, and service providers’ systems. GS1 Canada in
2008 provided industry with an effective opportunity to provide the leadership needed to
modernize the healthcare supply chain. The need for consensus regarding global standards is
apparent, illustrated in the collaboration of the stakeholders – such as providers, manufacturers,
distributors, Group Purchasing Organizations (GPOs) and solution providers – who created these
guidelines.
The Board strongly encourages every player in the healthcare sector to implement EDI, or
further enhance their EDI solutions and processes using this newest release of the Canadian
Healthcare EDI Implementation Guidelines. Additionally, we support industry stakeholders in
their implementation of the latest industry standards and technologies – including Global
Location Numbers (GLNs), Global Trade Item Numbers (GTINs), GS1 bar coding standards, the
upcoming healthcare product registry and location identification registry – as industry moves to
standard processes in the Canadian healthcare sector so as to optimize supply chain efficiencies,
achieve cost-savings, and realize enhanced patient safety across the sector.
GS1 Canada Carenet Healthcare Sector Board Co-Chairs

6020-2021, November 2021
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B

Message from the Healthcare Technical Standards Work Group

The Healthcare Technical Standards Work Group is pleased to publish an updated version of the
Healthcare Implementation Guidelines for Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), built upon industry
consensus to enable trading partners with the tools to use healthcare-specific EDI transaction
sets to enhance data accuracy and supply chain efficiencies across the country.
While EDI continues to advance throughout the healthcare sector, its adoption rate must be
expedited to meet the sector’s future needs.
Since 1990, Healthcare providers and suppliers have been communicating using EDI versions
3010 and 4010, with healthcare stakeholders – including provincial governments – have
expressing the need for a common standard. In addition, the healthcare sector’s data landscape
has significantly changed with the introduction of new technologies (e.g., Electronic Product
Code™/Radio Frequency Identification (EPC/RFID).
As such, the Healthcare Technical Standards Work Group was formed by GS1 Canada as part of
the healthcare strategy and established these national implementation guidelines. These
guidelines are essential to achieving successful EDI adoption, which requires the use of a
standardized approach among healthcare providers, manufacturers, distributors, group
purchasing organizations (GPOs), and solution providers.
EDI standards are national in scope, as Canadian healthcare stakeholders can no longer afford
to use a distinct approach for each province or region. In addition, the Healthcare Technical
Standards Work Group was adamant that the standards remain open in nature and flexible for
buyers, due to the fact that the healthcare market spans multiple industries – healthcare
providers buy medical/surgical supplies in addition to pharmaceutical, foodservice, and office
supplies, among many others.
For Canadian healthcare organizations that are considering implementing EDI, or upgrading to
a newer release, we strongly encourage the use of this most recent version of the Canadian
Healthcare EDI Implementation Guidelines – instrumental in helping the Canadian healthcare
sector move forward.

6020-2021, November 2021

© 2021 GS1 Canada
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Appendix: Contributor Acknowledgments
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Supporting Documents
The following documents have been removed from the larger Healthcare EDI Guidelines
and provided in a separate section of the version 6020-2012 being republished in year
2021:

11



Summary of Data Elements used across Transactions 810, 832, 850, 855, 856 & 997



Canadian Healthcare Business Process



Canadian Healthcare EDI Purchase Order (850) Business Examples



Healthcare Consignment Inventory EDI Implementation Guidelines – revised 2020



Healthcare Consignment Inventory – Business Process Flow

Reference Documents:
The following are reference documents to accompany the implementation guidelines for
the Canadian Healthcare Sector. These document links below provide access on the
website.
•

Canadian Healthcare Product Description Standardization Implementation Guidelines

•

Healthcare Bar Code Scanning Equipment Selection Criteria

•

GS1 GLN (Global Location Number) in Healthcare Implementation Guide

•

GS1 GTIN (Global Trade Item Number) Allocation Rules in Healthcare

•

GS1 GTIN (Global Trade Item Number) Basics – 101

•

Barcoding Basics for Shipping Containers

•

Barcoding Basics for Designers, Printers & Packagers

•

GS1 Symbol Placement Guidelines

•

GS1 Data Matrix Specification

6020-2021, November 2021
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GS1 Canada
Global Standards
1500 Don Mills Road, Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M3B 3K4 Canada
T: 416-510-8039
E: Global.Standards@gs1ca.org
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